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This essay draws together what is known from the research literature on

performance appraisdl"interviewing under the headings of: 1. function,

frequency, apprai r characteristics, climate and employe participation.

Shortcomings in this research are discussed as well'as i plications for future

research.

\
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THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL:*

A REVIEW OP THE LITERATUReWITH IMPLICATOgS FOR COMMUNICATION RESEARCH-
.

The performance appraisal interview provides an intriguing

communfcation.Situation for the student of organizational commvnicetion.

.Emlitoyees.undoubtedly need the feedback of,thetir superiasoro'do their.best.

Yet they are often ankious at the prospectof an appraisal interview. On the

otheer hand, supervisors recqgnize that employees want to know how they are.
1 o*

doing on the job. They also realize that they should .4:)mmuniCaaike with their

employees about work performance.. Yet, in tractisce, performance information
,

is frequently not e.i.scussed with employees.' And when it is 'discussed it
1a

may be given in a perfunctorrianner.2 to addition, it has long been 1

recognized. that some supervisors avoid performance appraisal interviews, while

others experience anxiety and discOmfort in doing' them.3 Beyond-this, the

infrequent and ineffective use of performance appraisal interviews is men

documented.4 The irony of this situation is that a performance_ apprai;m1

interview is a primary and important context fbr the supervisor'and employee

to work together to actikevei.superior performance. Yet, fear keeps the process

from achieving its full potential.

Research on performance appraisal interviewing provides a promise of help

for conducting these interviews, bUt it is broadly scattered. This essay has

a.twofold purpose. First,...it milldraw together'iihat is known from the

research literature on,cerformance.4praisal interviewing. This literature

will be groupedlUnder the headings of: function, frequency, appraiser

'$ characteristics, climate and 'employeeparticipation. Second, the implication%
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of ihis research for communication research will be drawa.
4

FUNCTIONS CIF APPRAISAIt'INTERVIEWS

.o

.

1

A quick su'vey of the writings of ,researchers and othet authckities on'

Appraisal interviewing Shows. a myriad of exPectationi.for functions of the:
. .

employee interview. The appraisal interview might function: to provide

feedback

employee

help, to discover wfiat the .on performance, to counsel and .provide

is thinking, to teach the employee to
' `r

problem solve, to help the

employee discover ways to improve, to set performance goals, andfor.to 'discuss --

compensation. The goals of the appraisal interview seem endlessi The problem

,created by such multiple gbAls is that*ah attempt to ado.yt a set of reasonabl

goals,maybeCoie difficult for the interviewer. And withollt specific goals in'

mind the interview iay lack the necessary focus to achieve anything of

0

consequence.
f

One way to :cote this List more manageable. and functional ir,totd(.\ ivide the

activities into two categorles:'employee development 'needs and 25622kational

needs. Clearly what the employer is trying.io do is to help the employee be
4.

more productive and satisfied with work as a person--develop the employee, and

to .achieve the organizations production goals-rorganizational needs.

Beyond, these two gene'ally accepted functicins, lieethe question lbf

discussing compensation as a function of the performance appraisal interview.

Two studies have specificallk addressed the question of Whethcr'this ought to

be a function of the appraisal interview. The first was conducte.i 'by Meyer

d 40

and his associates5 in conjunction with the General Electric Work plionIng

and Performance Review Program. *Thule researchers concluded that trying to

N., el
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.achieve both feedback and counselling for ,improvesient and informingof a

a

salary decision was less effective than eflitp.ng the roles and holding two

separate Interviews. .They found that the employees' attlAudes towardtheir
O

supervisor and.performince improved.whqn these two purposes were separated.

Their explanation as that when these purposes were.combine0 iii a single

interview, the discussion of salarylitook precedenCe in the employee's mind

.r
over a discussion.of improvement. The result was that einployeesmanted -to

A

: make a good impression and/or justify a greater salary increase.. Huse and

. .

. Kay§ reported that salary discussion contributed significant to the
7,1, z .

,

,.. . r,
.

overall tensio n of.the.employeesthey'studied.,. Both*itopics--development and

compensationdo.not seem particularly compatible. The argument that they do

,-- .

not fit is. compelling, but there were several confounding factors in these

resaarcher'sqledign. 'Priziarily, the problem was that th;e interviews when

a

separated differed in other impottant respects. Thty were-different in that .

is

they were more frequent, emphasized joint goal planniing, and had no summary

ratings.
o

. Cumming:7 conducted a study which'sought to test this relationship in
4

the field. He argued ,that expectancy theory 'suggests that salary be a part of°4
.

an appraisal"intervieW. His field experiment investigated employee reactions
;/

to'an old.and new appraisal system. The data indicated that employees had

morn positive attitudes to the new system that jointly addreised development

and salary
y
than to the old system t hat did not. Again the experiment was

confounded by factors that do not permit confidence in this conclusion.

U
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Miner8 reported data gathered in a 1974 BureaUtof National Affairs
) -

survey of personnel managers of 150 industrial and government organisations.

Ninety percent of their managers; office personnel and production workes Were

\appraipecf !yeltrly.-

conducted in,aboup

; made.

Additionally,

90 percent of
0,

performance appraisal'idterviews were

die. cases where petformante appraitaleputre

1 4,

, However, this. data may be misleading. The problem becomes one of

odiscoOtring what, is meant by.a performaSce'appfaizal idtervieW. Alt and.

LAwler9 report that the supervisor and sybordinatesssometimis have.

different- views is to what. constitutes ;an' interview. Questioning conducted '

with both groups revealed that the kupervisor thought of a brief6, general

discussion with a subordinate as performance appraisal interview, while

subordinates did not see thdh as such.

4

Other researchers have uncoveLd'practieek that place this self-report

data in doubt. McCall and DeVries10 and Meyer and tis colleaguesu
4

1'

discovered that supervisors resisted holding performance appraisal interviews

unless the organization took spec fic measures to insure, that they were held.

Landy and Trumbou report that among a number of,comOanies they studied

interviews were frequently not held to convey ratings; because supervisors

believed that doing so,was inconvenient logistically or they 'believed that the

ratings serxgd no real purpote.
0

Recommended frequency has'been an issue of concern and discussion'among

scholars. Three factors have been suggested as determinants of frequency:

the nature of the goal of the interview, the kind of position theamployee has

414'
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in the organization and characteristics of the employee's performance.

guimings'aid.Schwabl3 s gest that a maintenance interview isAll that is
0

necessary for some. mployees. These people are those:in routine_joba; whose
,.

.
, o

. '4 .- . .

record of performance is satisfactory. This same rule seems reasonable for ,
.1.

.

longt ime employeei who are adequately performing. Iheie employees have had

the opportuniWto.refine their job skilli and show consistent performance,

thus they do not require .frequent reviews.14
0

There is evidence; though, that employees aught to be interviewed at:least

'once each year. Landy'and his sssoeiateall indicated that personnelOho

Were evaluated at least once each year thoughetheir valuations were fairer

and more accurate than those, who were evaluated less frequefltly. But,.when

employee development is the function of the interview, the job is nenroutine

4

and goal. setting is a part of the ,interview, more frequent interviews.are

redommended.10

4 Finally, Cumiings and Schwabl7 Aggest frequent reviews for the
ii

organization's low performers: They recommendweekly (and, in difficult

cases, daily) interviews to monitor and give feedback on employee performance.

More,rather than fewer, interviews allow, the interviewer to focus more

specifically and on fewer negative issues,. And if Kay and,t4s

colleagues18 are correct, the focus on fewer negative issues will improve

the climate for improvement.
0

APPRAISER CHARACTERISTICS

One characteristic of the appraiser that is direCtly associated to

effectiveness is credibility. Credibility in this case relates to the

406
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appraiser's knowledge of the

his associate0 conduated a

6

C

employee'S, idb, duties a.- imithavior. Ilgen and

thorough reviewof thr oture on feedback

in oreanitations. Their conclusion with respect to,the appraiser's knowledge

of theAdbordinate's doh and behavior is that the subordinate views the

feedbadk as more accurate and therefore is more willing to accept,it when the
I '/

source is knowledgeable. Landy and his colleaglies2Pbcame to a similar
. .

conclusion. They found that'suhor dinstes who believed their supervisors to be

%
highly ,knowledgeable about

I

theseltwo factors, regarded the interview .as more
.

fair and accurate than 'their counterparts who viewed their supervisors as leks,

knowledgeable.

A second characteristic of the appraiser that seems to be important is.
M
consistent style btween daY-Ito-day activity and that demonstrated in the

interview.21. A supervisor who wishes to engage in problem solving with
. ,

employeed in the apprisal interView, but has taken on the ro1.0 of judge in
t ,

day-to-day,interaction with employees about their jobs is being inconsistent.
e

Meyer and his fellow researchers22 urge managers to adopt the role.of

helper rather Chad the role of judge both in their day-to-day interaction and

in performance review sessions.

A final important characteristic of the appraiser is the ability to

engage in active listening. Kikoski and* Litseret" contend the ability to

paraphrase content back to the speaker and reflect feelings, the two basic

skills of active listening, contribute to the appraiser's effectiveneds

appraisal interviews. They base their claim & 150_data-baSed studies24

that apught to identify communication 'skills and assess their effectiveness.

8
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Climate in the performance

attention both in .well-reasonad

.have traditionally centered on

relationship.

4.

CLIMATE.

appraisil'interview has received considerable

arguments And empirical research. Cbncerns

praise, Criticism and the superior-subordinate
le

Surprisihgly, Meter and his associates .ound that praise did not have

much effect on the outcome of the appraisal.' They concluded that "praise may

be regarded as the sandwich be 'eh surrounds the raw neat.25 That is to
.

, .

say, theAverage subordinate' marbelieve that' the supervisor's,motivation for'
). . , --

praising is preparation for the "bad news" to follow' Farsoi94 argued
,

, .

persuasively in The.Harvard Business Review that praiie canalso have.a

Oe .

negative outcome. He suggests that praise might quite reasonably be viewed as

threatening (i. e., a statement of superiority and a cophtfaint.on the

employee's creativity).
a .

. .

An alternative to vase .is encouragepent.27 Supervisors might ask

the employee to review her accomplishments and then affArm those that they

believe to be accurate. This affirmation isretrouragibg to the

subordinate--the supervisor has agreed.with'him 'In regard to his

. .
accomPashments. Encouragement of this type avoids the sense that the

employer may be pointing out accomplishmentsas a prelude t discussing

inadequacies.

Criticism is a second factor that
: 1

The supervor cannot. avoid discussing

'performance if the appraisal ,interview

objectives. Research suggestlithat it

affects performance appraisal

shortcomings in the employee's

is to meet organizational performance

is excessive criticie4er se that is

9.
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problematic in the interview. 'Too much criticism appears to trigger the

employee's defense, mechanist!, and slestroy. the. climate for improvement.28

In fact, Greller29. reported that the 'more the managers. he studied

criticized- their employees,' the less improvement was seen in.the areas

criticized. When Similar areas were Criticized less, .managers were able to

, see more improvement. In addition, there was a positive correlation between

the number ofcritical comments and the number of defensive reactions noted.

Finally, the supervigor'S supportive orientation has been,shown'tolbe

helpful in building an appropriate climate.30 Nemeroff and Wexleyn

conducted a study that shows when managers take an attitude of helper - -they

treaethe employee as an equ 1, show respect 'for the employee as a.bumatt,

being--the employee is more liatisfied with both the session and manager thin,

when the manager does not. ,tupliortive .behaVior has also been demonstrated to

be related to higher performance goad setting by the employee.32

A quality relationship is.-also important to supportiveness. Kikoski and

Litterer33 suggest ttiet development of a 'quality relationship involves

four communication behil.dors: 1) acknowledging the employee.as a person, 2)

indicating that the,manager understands the conditions under which the

employee hasilabored; 3, conveying that the employee's behaVior is accepted,

if not necedsahly approved, asd 4) Letting the employee know that she ',as
i

been listened to and understood.

4
EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION V

The issue of employee Articipationlhas received considerable attention

in the performance apprdisal interviewing] literature. Employee involvement in

' 10 , r
\
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Cite performance ap aisal process-is usually divided into two areas:

preparation actual participation ip interviei, including goal setting.

V

Preparation

Oneflorm of preparation is self-rating. Bassett and Ayer34report

that most managers expect that their employees 'produce ratings that are

unrealistically favorable. Therefore; they are reluctant to base an appraisal

discussion on self-appraials. tut, based .on Bassett and Meyer's

investigation of actual pactice minagers kind that bmployee's self-ratings

,

are surprisingly modest; \The researchers attribute this,modesty to the fast

that the self-appraisal is being pUblicly announced, and that immodesty ismet

valued in our culture. ,

.

Burtke:and-assOciates" 'discovered the act- of giiing a worker a

I

structured work sheet to use in personal preparation-was associated with a

positive outcome for the interview. The object of the work sheet is to allow

the employee time to reflect and prepare to partitipate. This preparation

seemed to reduce the awkwardneis of being asked questions that the employee

could not answer without reflection. The content of the worksheet used by

'Burke and his associates asked the employee to suggest principle
rt.

responsibilities, probleks encountered in fulfilling these responsibilities,

and then to describe and compare his personal performance with others who hold

similar jobs.

Participation in the Interview

Aside.frok the actual participation itself, the "welcoming of

participation" seems to be important itself. Four studies36 haveophown

11
",
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correlations tietiseen such items .48 "hop asked my-opinion" and "opportUnity-to : \...:.-::.

,
,

. . :_-,- ct.. , _

present idess and feelings" apd a nuiber-of:Okitive outcomes. NeNeroff and /-
. ..:.:i.

:.,...k,-

,. ..w

-4w
'difficulties with welcoming performance.: . supervisors seem to underestimate s:

.....,,,.

,...,,,..
.?,,

the impovtance of the opportunity for subordinates to participate and the
i

;..degree to whichthey, the sUperyisors, invite participation effectively. . ..:.:,,
,.,:.,..,

..N.

Wexley37 concluded from their investigation that. there seem to be two

Although results have been mixe4, research points to the fact that, in

general, the greater the-employee's participation in the interview the moire
i ....,

..;=:

a -satisfied the person will be both with the interview and the'supervisor. i'
4

4

,

Thili statement mist be tempered by several limitations presented by
1

..-..*

t
.

. /
' 1 .

.

researchers and scholars. Locke and Sch7iger39 suggest 'that the new .1

employee'Might not have sufficient job/knowledge to participate fully. They

also point out that some employees have a need for dependence on.their

supervisor. These employees enjoy being dependent and, therefore, are

unlikely to have their own suggestions for improving their performance.

-French and his colleagues"' indicte that, the supervisor's usual styli may

have an effect on the employee's willingness to participate. If the
,

supervisor does not normally welcome employee partic&pation, then the employee

is unlikely to participate in the interview\at a high\ievel.. Basset and

* 1

Meyer
4at

reported similar findings with respect to incongruent styles.

Goal Setting

Goal setting is a factor that has consistently been associated with

positive outcomes in appraisal interviews.. Two separate st udies42 have

demonstrated that setting specific goals for performance improvement yielded

twice as much improvement as either setting general goals or criticism without

4

I V.
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Soil setting.
4

'Correlation itudieb of goal setting have shown that the activity is

positively related to employee satisfaction with the interview,43

. 3;
6

perceived utility of'the appraisa144 and perceived fairness and accuracy

of the evaluation.45 Goal setting in performance appraisal has also been

associated with the employee's desire to improve, and later improvem nt46.

and greater mutual understanding and perceived fairness47,

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

What research is needed about factors that contribute to the
Th

*0*

effectiveness of the performance arr,-sal interview? While one can can see

from this review of what we know aboi .he performance appraisal interviewing
i)

that there,is an abundance of research. on the subject, little work .hap been

contributed by communication scholars. This final section will focus on some

communication concerns that might well be met by scholars in the

organizational communication area.

First, more research is needed which focusesupon-employee development

needs and organizational needs. Current research suggests the degree to which

the interviewer chobses t/focus more on one or the other depdheon`vhether:
)

the person is a new or long-time employee, the job is such that goal setting

is appropriate and the individual's evel of performance. The new employee

may need more development than the lo g-time,employee. 1,routine job may not

lend itself to goal setting. Individual's whole level of performance is high

may not need a strong emphasis in either of these areas. Research casts doubt

upon the advisability of discussing compensation in the performance appraisal

13
Np.
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interview.

a.

1

Several communicatioft7related questions remain unanswered. For example,.

how does the interviewer construct messages which help the employee toward

professional development. And further, how should the communication strategy* ff

employed differ based on the employee's job classification? In the absenge of /

research one could only speculate--as many Othe textbook authors do -=that a

schedule. of questions that guides the employee through a problem-solving

process might promote employee development.48 The question of strategy

related.to level in the organization is a more complex issue. Here theI,
person'.s. /experience as well as level and perhaps personality variables such as

dependence/independence might dictate the erticular interview strategy that

would be most effective. 4"

A second area, recommended frequency for performance apprai;k

inLerviewp, has been more fully researched. Frequende of interview is best

uetermined by considering the nature of the goal of the interview,
ery
the kind of

position the employee has in the organization and the characteristics of the

employee's performance. The general rule la that an emcloyee ought to be

interviewed at last once each year. When employee development is the

function of the interview, the job is nonroutine and goal setting is apart of

the interview, more frequent interviews are recommended. Weekly reviews are

recommended for the organization's low achievers.

) A third area of performance appraisal research, characteristics of the

interviewer, is fertile ground for the communication researcher. Here a'major

concern is credibility. The research literature suggests that the supervisor

must have specific knowledge of the subordinate's job and duties to have

credibility. The outcome of credibility from this source is a perception by

Of

411
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the interviewee that the review is more accurate and a greater willingnew to

accept it.

Beyond the research centering on

untouched area of communicator style.

expertise and knowledge lies the nearly..

I
Redearch suggests that the appraiser's

effectiveness is affected by consistency in style and active listening skills. 4.
,

But, what are the specific communication skills that contribute to competency?

Do verbal and nonverbal skills coalesce.inte a set of behaviors that can be

desciibed aiid.taught to managers?. There, are obviously Many research questions

here that an be most profitably pursued with a variety of research

methodologies.

Fou'rth, research on climate has centered on praise, criticism and
,

superior-subordinate relationships. Praise seems to be an ineffective

strategy in the appraisal interview. Research suggests also that the

interviewer should avoid too much criticism and thereby foster a supportive.

relationship." Very little work has been done with the idea of evaluative

language and defensive behavior. Jack Gibb49 suggested the alternative to

evaluating behavior is describing it objectively. But would this meet the
te

expectation of conveying the evaluation. Some' suggest that conveying the
- ...

. .

evaluation is an im4ortant factor in the motivational prdcess.5°. The most

effective method of conveying the evaluation'has not yet bees -learly

articulated by communication research.

Finally, with respect to participation, research indicates that the

employee should be encouraged to prepare by engaging in self-rating and

working through a structured worksheet. Beyond this the interviewer should be

sure that the interviewee knows that participation is welcome. The employee
se

should also be encouraged to participate_in godl setting, if such an activity
4

1 s5
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is indicated. The at of goal setting may lead to increased .performince, a
.

4_ t.

greater desire to improve, greater satisfaction, greater utility and greater

perceived fairness.and accuracy. .

.c...

Whit does the research suggest for the interviewee with respect tot. .. -tw

communication behavior? The answer isvery little -- nearly all research

f6?uses upon interviewer behavior. What kind of questioning -by-the

interviewee would be most effective? What kind of rhetorical strategies are
. ... , .

. available to- the interviewee? How might an interviewee prepare most

effectively? All these are questions the organizational communicatipri
. ...

,

/ researcher must yet answer.. V
,

Ea

Four areas of research seem promising. Investigation of important issues

in the areas of employee developmeqt, credibility and interviewer style,.'

evaluation and climate, and rhetorical strategies of the interviewee will

provide useful additions to what we already know about performance appraisal

interviewing. The answering of research questions in th se areas holds the

key to increasing the productiveness of-the performance appraisal. process as

an important source of employee motivation.

"'"
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